Invitation to Quote
Fixed Term Consultant Contract for the Production of Site Master Plans for Delapré Abbey
Location:

Delapré Abbey, Northampton

Budget:

Maximum of £33,000, Excluding VAT

About Delapré Abbey
Delapré Abbey Preservation Trust has been in existence since 2006 and is an independent charity and
company limited by guarantee. The Trust was set up to preserve and promote the heritage and natural
environment of Delapré Abbey and the former Bouverie estate. In 2021, responding to new leadership and the
impact of the 2020 Covid pandemic, we are refocussing our efforts and broadening our reach and impact.
We deliver a range of programmes and activities that support lifelong learning, curiosity and an improved wellbeing.
We promote the 900 years of the Abbey’s history, and the stories that have unfolded within and around the estate over
this time. The Abbey sits within over 550 acres of park and woodland, which is positioned within an urban setting.
We, with our partners, support all ages to engage with programmes that promote learning and socialising, and bring
people and communities together.
We are proud to be rooted in Northampton, and to be supporting our local community who we coexist with.
We want to promote the Park and the Abbey to the widest number of people possible, connecting an ever- increasing
number of individuals and communities to both nature and heritage. Through which we can support with opportunities
that improve physical and psychological wellbeing.

Vision
To excite and inspire our communities through our collective efforts.

We Believe
That community need is first and foremost, and understanding this is key to achieving pride in a
communities’ place.

Mission
To harness our independent strength as a Trust that is the connector of partners, communities, and space.
Developing ambitious programmes that are accessible and relevant to our communities, and
demonstrating the benefits, impact and reach to enliven new partnerships and increased engagement.

We are
A registered independent charity with passion and drive.

Values
•
•
•
•

Belonging – We want to create a sense that everyone belongs, and has pride in their place.
Personable – We care about people, and will work hard to ensure everyone is included.
Enthusiasm – We strive to make a difference with dynamism, and we push boundaries.
Enterprising – We love heritage, but we love new approaches even more.

Priorities
Improving access to Heritage and Culture for all
Connecting people with heritage and nature to support greater wellbeing
Developing a sustainable Trust

Impact
We strive to make a positive impact supporting the social, health, economic and cultural prosperity of the
community. We will measure the impact of our priority areas through the following lenses:
•
•
•
•
•

Preserve - We preserve the heritage for future generations offering a connection to place.
Promote - We promote The Park and Abbey contributing to the local economy.
Broaden - We broaden access to heritage, and culture for all.
Connect - We connect our communities to nature, and communicate the benefits.
Support - We support people’s wellbeing, through our spaces and programmes.

Invitation to Quote
Project name: Production of Site Master Plans for Delapré Abbey
Dear Sir/Madam
You are invited to submit a Quotation for the above.
Your Quotation must be received by 17:00pm on 31.12.2021 and shall remain open for acceptance for not less than
thirty (30) days from such date.
You are required to complete and return your proposal, and priced or pertinent documents in accordance with the
Invitation to Quote.
The anticipated contract start date is 5th January 2022, with an anticipated contract end date of 31st March 2022.
For additional information about the contract please contact:
Name: Richard Clinton, richard.clinton@delapreabbey.org, 01604 760817
We shall respond to clarification queries until 5pm on Friday 10th December.

Overview of Role
Delapré Abbey is seeking to engage professional services to develop a Master plan to understand how the Abbey,
parkland, and upcoming 19th century stable block project sits within the wider context of the area - and the
opportunities that are being created through the Towns Fund, Placemaking and Future High Streets projects, led by the
newly formed unitary West Northamptonshire Council.
A Master Plan will enable us to understand the existing heritage and cultural assets within the Delapré Abbey Estate and
potential that exists in the wider town - guiding which activities and support services should be operated from within
the Abbey and stable complex. Master Planning will help to deliver economies of scale and enable a longer term, more
cohesive and sustainable direction for the Abbey.
As a key part of this work, we would also seek to carry out more up to date, post pandemic consultation and research to
ensure that we are working in line with demands and needs of our community and visitors, and to continue the
dialogue that we have with our stakeholders.
The consultant position offers the opportunity to set out a large piece of strategic work that revitalises and redefines
the way the Abbey works with our stakeholders, the local community and our wide range of visitors, ensuring our
long-term resilience.
The Master Plan will also mean that we are able to make changes in interpretation to improve the visitor experience.
We will then be well placed in terms of access, with an updated and active diversity and inclusion strategy, with a robust
business plan in place and in a position to commit to the next development that will drive long term and lasting impact
to the future of the Abbey, from 2022 and beyond.
The Abbey is located in the Far Cotton & Delapré area of Northampton, which is one of the top 10% most deprived
wards in the country. It is intended that the plan will greatly enrich the visitor offer and experience, increasing dwell
time, and build upon the existing heritage of the abbey and parkland, creating a cultural and wellbeing destination for
the region, increasing visitors to and spending in the local economy.

The Master Planning consultant will report into the Chief Executive Officer. There is an expectation that the appointed
consultant will work closely alongside the Delapré Abbey team and other appointed consultants to mutually inform and
feed into other work streams related to the development of the Stable Blocks.
This important role has been funded thanks to the National Lottery Heritage Fund’s third round of DCMS Culture
Recovery Funding, and the work and outputs from this funding will be evaluated accordingly. As part of this process, the
applicant may need to complete an evaluation interview or other related tasks.

Fundamental Requirements
The ability to work to tight deadlines is important, the work must be completed by the end of March 2022. If project
delays are due to failure to meet required timescales and we have provided information on time, it will cause a contract
review. Applicants must have the capacity to deliver this project to the required timelines.
As a fundamental requirement, applicants must be self-starters who already have the existing knowledge, skills and
proven experience to deliver within this role.
Due to the project deadlines, focussed delivery period and budget limitations, there is no capacity for training to be
given and applicants must be available for an immediate start.

The Brief
The content of the Master Plan will be expected to cover the following areas:
1. Vision
A vision for the site that captures:
A summary of what Delapré Abbey is aiming to become - and why this is important in the context of the new strategic
plan and that of the wider area and town aspirations and plans.
An explanation of why this is the right vision for the site - taking into account audiences, organisational objectives and
local strategic objectives.
The importance of the Abbey and its environs - including community value, historical significance and its importance to
local and national agendas including social and economic priorities.

2. Audit of Understanding
Review of relevant documentation - including the new strategic plan, funding applications and recent consultation that
will be supplied to the successful applicant.
Stakeholder mapping and consultation with partners, stakeholders, heritage and tourism networks - we will be able to
share these details with the successful applicant.
An assessment of the whole site offer, from parkland to house and beyond, and a review of the visitor journey. This will
highlight the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the current operations and commercial offering. This
should include a spatial analysis, capacity modelling and investment requirements to overcome any issues identified.

A competitor and comparator analysis - including sites that could work in harmony with Delapré Abbey as part of a
town or regional offer.
A review of current audience research and a plan for future consultation that may be needed before works are
undertaken.
A study of planning, social and economic context for the Northampton area.
An access audit and barriers exercise.
3. Future Opportunities
Visitor and financial modelling: how can the offer be improved, or greater efficiencies be delivered?
Emerging narratives and interpretation possibilities - including opportunities that are more integral to Northampton and
the wider heritage narrative.
Visitor and volunteer opportunities.
A spatial plan and review.
Environmental and economic impact review.
A review of how the site and offer can meet organisational and local objectives.
4. Recommendations
A summary of quick-win operational changes: high impact changes for low investment.
A summary of fully costed investment plans. developed through an Options Appraisal process, identified by key
objectives: e.g. improved visitor satisfaction, improved engagement from current non-visitors, improved commercial
performance.
Identify whether an investment opportunity is to protect, grow, or create new commercial or visitor offers.
A high level business case and Investment Appraisal for the overall Master Plan.
Please note that the fundraising plan will be available for the successful applicant, and this should be reviewed with the
recommendations of the master plan findings. Appeal of the plans to prospective funders must be considered.

Governance
Day-to-day management and contact will be with Richard Clinton, the Chief Executive. The Master Planning project will
be managed by the Trusts Projects and Capital Working v Group. This Working Group meets bi-monthly, with the FSC
Group and Board meeting held on the alternating weeks. This means key decisions can be made on a weekly basis
where necessary.

Fee
The budget for this fixed term contract is a maximum of £33,000, including travel and expenses, but exclusive of
VAT.
This budget is calculated on the basis of the successful consultant working a standard 35 hours week for a
period of 3 months, ending on 31st March 2021. Our normal operating hours are variable depending on the
needs of the organisation and as such you will be expected to manage your own working time to ensure the
timely delivery of duties.

There will be the need for the successful consultant to be able to visit and work within the Abbey and town as
required to familiarise themselves with the team, spaces and possibilities.

Appointment Timeline
Brief Issued - December 6th 2021
Clarifications Deadline - 5pm on December 10th 2021
Responses - 5pm on December 31st 2021
Evaluation - Complete and appointment by noon on January 4th 2022
Commencement Date - January 5th 2022
Final Submissions and End of Grant Period - March 31st 2022

Response Detail
To respond to this brief, please submit a proposal that will answer the following questions:
Please illustrate how you would add value whilst delivering an exceptional Master Plan for Delapré Abbey. Your
proposal must include an outline of your methodology and your proposed approach. You must indicate the
evidence and consultation base you would use to support your programming ideas. [2 pages]
Please create a timetable of activity, with a pricing schedule, to show how you would meet the timescales
within this brief, including a list of questions or information that will be required upon appointment. [1 page]
Please provide a summary of relevant professional experience (can include case studies) outlining the value you
can add to this role, in particular your previous experience of delivering Master Planning. Two relevant
references that can be contacted in advance of appointment are also required. [2 pages]
Where successful, applicants will need to attend the next stage (remote) project inception meeting prepared
with key questions that they will need to be resolved in order to begin work at the beginning of the contract.
Please note that you will be required to present statements of insurance after appointment.
Anything additional that you submit to us to apply to this brief as background information will not necessarily
be read or count towards our evaluation of your application.
Please send completed applications in PDF format to richard.clinton@delapreabbey.org by 17:00 on Friday
31st December 2021

Application Evaluation
Applications will be evaluated as follows:
Applications will be marked on a scale between 0 and 5 points, using the guide outlined in the table below, and
weighted accordingly. The remaining 20% of the score will be given to pricing.

0 = The application fails to comply with the requirements of this brief or is otherwise incapable of evaluation.
Wholly Unsatisfactory
1 =The application does not demonstrate an understanding of Delapré Abbey’s requirements as defined in this
brief and is incomplete or is otherwise unconvincing in significant respects.
Unsatisfactory
2 = The application demonstrates only a limited understanding of Delapré Abbey’s requirements as defined in
this brief, lacks detail or is not convincing in some respects.
Cause for Concern
3 = The application demonstrates an understanding of, and compliance with Delapré Abbey’s requirements as
defined in this brief.
Acceptable
4 = The application indicates that the applicant would effectively deliver the project in accordance with Delapré
Abbey’s requirements. The application is convincing, detailed and demonstrates a good understanding of
Delapré Abbey’s requirements as defined in this brief.
Good
5 = The application indicates that the applicant would effectively deliver the project in accordance with Delapré
Abbey’s requirements. The application is entirely convincing, highly detailed and demonstrates a complete
understanding of and compliance with, Delapré Abbey’s requirements as defined in this brief.
Excellent
QUALITY CRITERIA (80% WEIGHTING)
PROJECT PERSONNEL
PROPOSED PROJECT EXECUTION
ADDED VALUE

SCORE (OUT OF 15)

Equality
Delapré Abbey Preservation Trust is committed to encouraging equality, diversity and inclusion among our workforce,
and eliminating unlawful discrimination. Our aim is that our workforce will be truly representative of all sections of
society and each employee feels respected and able to give their best.
We will ensure that no employee or job applicant receives less favourable facilities or treatment (either
directly or indirectly) in recruitment or employment on grounds of age, disability, gender / gender
reassignment, marriage / civil partnership, pregnancy / maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, or sexual
orientation.

